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"The 'victory over epidemics' was not won by medical science or by doctors--and certainly not 

by vaccines.....the decline...has been the result of technical, social and hygienic improvements 

and especially of improved nutrition.  Here the role of the potato...deserves special 

mention.....Consider carefully whether you want to let yourself or your children undergo the 

dangerous, controversial, ineffective and no longer necessary procedure called vaccination, 

because the claim that vaccinations are the cause for the decline of infectious diseases is utter 

nonsense."--The Vaccination Nonsense (2004 Lectures)---Dr. med. 

G.Buchwald  ISBN 3-8334-2508-3  page 108. 

After it was definitely known that the BCG-vaccine was ineffective and harmful 

it took the STIKO 27 years to remove the vaccine from its list of recommended 
vaccines.  The only possible explanation for this behaviour is that the leading 

proponents of vaccination were reluctant to have to report such an embarrassing 

finding. In the sanatoriums, the ineffectiveness of this vaccine was already a known 

fact since the beginning of the 1960s, while its proponents defended it vehemently for 

another 40 years. ---Dr Buchwald (The Decline of Tuberculosis despite "Protective" 

Vaccination by Dr. Gerhard Buchwald M.D. p116) 

"The (smallpox) unvaccinated Gabriele did not become ill as the vaccinated Waltraut.  This did 

not agree with medical opinion.  In their Textbook on Infectious Diseases, the authors GSELL 

and MOHR reproduced a photo of the two girls, but without their heads, and claimed that the girl 

with considerably more pustules on her body was the unvaccinated Gabriele, the girl with the 

less pustules the vaccinated Waltraut.  It was however exactly the other way round:  The 

unvaccinated Gabriele was less ill than the vaccinated Waltraut."--The Vaccination 

Nonsense (2004 Lectures)---Dr. med. G. Buchwald  ISBN 3-8334-2508-3  22 

Euro  page 81. 

"In the journal "AEGIS IMPULS" No. 17/2004, Vlado Petek-Dimmer shows in his article 

"Polio". An illness caused by pesticides?" that the number of polio cases very closely matches 

the production figures for chlorine-based pesticides and especially the application of DDT.  He 

concludes: "It is quite clear that the authorities are keeping certain information secret.  They do 

their best to hide their contributing role concerning the production and misuse of DDT behind a 

polio-virus and a supposed miracle-vaccine.  The whole of medicine and every medical doctor is 

thereby made a victim of arbitrariness and financial interests."--The Vaccination Nonsense 

(2004 Lectures)---Dr. med. G. Buchwald  ISBN 3-8334-2508-3  page 41. 

"Dr. med Martin Hirte writes on page 20 of his book 'Vaccination--Pro and Contra': "To create 

fear among parents to strengthen their motivation to vaccinate is an important part of the 

publicity used to promote vaccinations.  A whole branch of research is examining the question: 

'What level of fear needs to be created to appear as convincing as possible?'"---

Dr Buchwald (The Decline of Tuberculosis despite "Protective" Vaccination by Dr. 

Gerhard Buchwald M.D. p104) 
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"In view of the epidemiological situation in Germany, the lack of evidence for the 

effectiveness of the BCG-vaccine and the not uncommon severe, undesired side-

effects of the BCG vaccine, the STIKO can no longer support the recommendation for 

this vaccination."--Robert-Koch-Institute, March 1998 The Decline of Tuberculosis 

despite "protective" Vaccination by Dr. G Buchwald MD 

"The reason vaccinations are promoted with such intensity is to prevent people from realising 

that vaccines do not protect and also in the event of an outbreak or an epidemic the vaccinated 

are as much at risk of becoming infected as the unvaccinated.  The truth can be kept hidden if 

people's vaccination status remains unknown and if everyone is vaccinated, making a 

comparison with unvaccinated people impossible.  This is also the real reason for the relentless 

push to vaccinate as many children as possible."-- Dr Buchwald (The Decline of Tuberculosis 

despite "Protective" Vaccination by Dr. Gerhard Buchwald M.D. p101) 

"Vaccinations are now carried out for purely commercial reasons because they fetch 

huge profits for the pharmaceutical industry......There is no scientific evidence that 

vaccinations are of any benefit, but it is clear that they cause a great deal of 

harm...Today there are 800,000 children and youngsters under the age of 15 years 

(Germany) with asthma. 800,000!  Neurodermitis, once a rare complaint, has become 

so common that there are several support networks with many thousands of 

members.  The 'Frankenpost' of April 2004 reported an estimated 27 million people 

now suffer from hayfever, neurodermitis and allergic asthma in Germany."---

Dr Buchwald (The Decline of Tuberculosis despite "Protective" Vaccination by 

Dr. Gerhard Buchwald M.D. p130, 132, 134.) 

"In the publications of the pharmaceutical industry the blessings of vaccinations in 

general are being praised with prayer-like repetition....to instil the belief in the benefit 

and the necessity of vaccinations....Evidence which disproves such claims is 

conveniently ignored."--Dr Buchwald (The Decline of Tuberculosis despite 

"Protective" Vaccination by Dr. Gerhard Buchwald M.D. p134. 

"When in Germany, vaccinations against whooping cough were suspended between 

1975 and 1991, the declining trend in the number of deaths from the disease continued 

as before."--Dr Buchwald (The Decline of Tuberculosis despite "Protective" 

Vaccination by Dr. Gerhard Buchwald M.D. p135) 

"During 10 outbreaks of smallpox between 1947 and 1974 nearly 100 people became 

ill with smallpox---even though they had been vaccinated."Dr Buchwald (The 

Decline of Tuberculosis despite "Protective" Vaccination by Dr. Gerhard 

Buchwald M.D. p134) 

"Clear and certain medical knowledge, namely that the BCG-vaccine is not only 

ineffective but also harmful, was kept quiet for 27 years (in Germany) while the 
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vaccine continued to be used and children were being harmed by it....almost 500 

(estimated) cases of vaccine damage per year."--The Decline of Tuberculosis despite 

"Protective" Vaccination by Dr. Gerhard Buchwald M.D. p119/117. 

"I have lectured all over the world... I have always had a special interest in newspapers. All of 

them have one thing in common, there is always some reference made to some epidemic in some 

part of the world. For instance, two years ago, one paper referred to a polio epidemic in Holland. 

For the past three years, our newspapers have commented on the diphtheria epidemic in Russia. 

By these means, the population is constantly threatened with epidemics, they have been made to 

fear them, and the reports always conclude: "Go and get vaccinated".--Dr Buchwald MD (see) 

"It turned out that the material produced and used for vaccination contained neither cowpox 

viruses or did it contain the human smallpox virus, but that it in fact contained viruses which 

until then had been unknown and which were later called "smallpox virus vacciniae" or "vaccine 

viruses".  This virus- up to that time unknown - has never been found in nature and is therefore 

only known to exist in the vaccine. At the time it was claimed that the cowpox virus had - while 

artificially propagated - changed into the vaccine virus. A dispute among the vaccine doctors was 

the result. German doctors claimed it was possible to change the cowpox virus into the 

vaccine virus by artificial propagation. Others disputed such a possibility and were of the opinion 

that the two forms of viruses were two completely different entities. The Frenchman Chaveau 

was the chief proponent of this opinion, together with numerous French and English authors. It 

turned out that these viruses are indeed two different entities and that it is not possible to modify 

cowpox viruses into vaccine viruses or back the other way during propagation. In other words, 

the claims made by "researchers" that they had succeeded in breeding vaccine viruses from 

cowpox viruses were afabrication. It is with this vaccine material  - which does not occur in free 

nature, of which the origin is unknown, which is completely unknown quantity and of which it 

can only be said "its origin vanishes in the darkness of the past "- that we have vaccinated 

millions of our children with for the past 100 years!"--Dr G Buchwald MD (Book: 

Vaccination--A Business Based on Fear) 

"Vaccines have never had the proclaimed preventive effect on infections. The regression of 

infectious diseases started over 200 years ago, which means long before the introduction of 

vaccination, and it was due to the improved social conditions of the population: nutrition and 

hygiene. Contrary to general belief, the vaccinations have had a negative influence on the 

decrease of the infective maladies and mortality. Statistics started off at a period when the 

infectious diseases were already on the downgrade. Careful studies over a period of many years 

have revealed that each introduction of a mass vaccination has obtained only one result the 

immediate recrudescence of the malady that the vaccine should have prevented, but which has 

solicited instead. The temporary but immediate isolation of infected patients has each time 

proved sufficient to prevent an epidemic...Vaccines don’t protect. but do harm. A scientific proof 

of their usefulness has never existed, whereas the severe, sometimes fatal, damages they cause 

are a proven fact."---Dr. Buchwald MD in CIVIS Newsletter by Hans Ruesch, No 8, p3 

"Today, there are about 150 vaccines being worked on, and within the next decade, 

we could have a flu vaccine for the left nostril and one for one right nostril. Mankind 

will be used as a pin cushion. For every vaccination, minimal encephalopathy destroys 
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brain cells. As a result, in Germany, there are 1.2 million children who have 

contracted hyperkinetic syndrome who are then treated with Psychopharmeca (a drug 

similar to Ritalin) used to calm them down... We have hundreds of thousands of so-

called minimal cerebral dysfunction cases and millions of neurodermatitis patients. In 

Germany, there are millions of people with allergies. We don’t just produce minimal 

encephalopathies in the brain, but we also produce modifications of the genetic 

code."--Dr Buchwald MD 

"In 1866, an English physician described a very strange illness. Children looked like 

Mongols. His name was Down. That’s why we call it Down’s Syndrome today... I 

should add that this syndrome is a result of the vaccinations carried throughout 

England by Jenner in 1796... It (Down’s Syndrome) is probably the first congenital 

disease caused by vaccinations. In Germany, the first child with evidence of Down’s 

Syndrome was reported in 1922. Today, one in every 700 newborns has it... But the 

most terrifying fact is still to come... We already know today of 4,000 illnesses caused 

by genes. Ten years ago, Germany had 3 million illiterate people. Today, it’s 4 

million. America has three times the population, about 240 million, meaning they 

should have about 12 million illiterate people..."--Dr Buchwald MD 

"Back then I was working in one of the oldest lung illness treatment centres in Germany, and just 

by chance, I looked at the files of those people who had fallen ill during the first German 

epidemic of smallpox, in 1947...We had always been told that the smallpox vaccination would 

protect against smallpox. And now I could verify, thanks to the files and papers, that all of those 

who had fallen ill had been vaccinated. This was very upsetting for me... 

The decline in infectious diseases in developed countries had nothing to do with 

vaccinations, but with the decline in poverty and hunger. 

One vaccine against smallpox costs about 600DM and the proclaimed target is to 

vaccinate 3 billion people...Vaccination is a huge business for the pharmaceutical 

industry. The population is constantly threatened with epidemics, they have been 

made to fear them, and the reports conclude---Go and get vaccinated. 

"Hepatitis B stayed at the same level even after vaccine introduction. It was believed in Germany 

that we made a mistake, it's not being passed through blood but by sexual contact. We expected 

the response to be to vaccinate everyone where the event of sexual intercourse would be a 

factor...However, the response was to vaccinate everyone. And this is where you can see that it 

all revolves around money."---Dr Buchwald. 

"There is no such thing as a flu vaccine. We have to distinguish between, on one side, 

a cold-like symptom for which there is no vaccination... The vaccine will only protect 

against influenza, but because it sounds good in terms of advertising, they still stick to 
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the term "flu" in German because nobody would take any vaccine if it were called 

influenza vaccination---Dr Buchwald MD 

"Vaccinating against measles is not just useless, but harmful. In the past, infants 

would not get measles. They would get the protection through their mothers, who 

used to have measles themselves. Mothers who were vaccinated against measles 

cannot pass on the protection to their infants, so infants now get measles."--Dr 

Buchwald MD 
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